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Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to join us today.  I have been asked to kick-
off today’s discussion because I have worked in the field of sustainability for many years with 
many different organizations, internationally, nationally and in the City of Chicago.  With Sadhu 
Johnston and Julia Parzen, I started the Urban Sustainability Directors Network, that includes 
the sustainability directors from 124 large cities in the US and Canada. And I worked with 
Mayor Daley to produce Chicago’s first Climate Action Plan.  
 
As all of you know, we have many reports and plans, but implementation is a whole other 
challenge.   To help ensure implementation of the Chicago plan, we set up the Green Ribbon 
Committee composed of business, union and civic leaders to meet 4 times a year as a kind of 
check on implementation. 
 
While we can claim some progress, the challenge is even greater today.  The cold weather and 
cold water in Canada this summer almost turned me into a climate change denier, but one cold 
summer in one part of Canada can’t slow us down. The consequences of changing climate are 
huge, and we only have to look to Houston today to understand what can happen.  Scientists 
estimate that 30% of the flood was a result of changes in climate. 
 
We know that humans are accelerating climate change, and that cities while both a source of 
greenhouse gases, are places where action is possible.   Sustainability is our goal, and by that 
we mean “Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs.”  
 
Today we have a huge challenge. The current administration is filled with climate change 
deniers.  They are gutting the EPA, firing the scientists who monitor and seek solutions, 
changing laws to endanger animals, clean water, clean air, increasing deforestation, and pulling 
us out of international efforts to protect our future. 
 
All of this while environmental leaders point out that we don’t have much time to turn the tide. 
Greenpeace, a leading environmental advocacy group, says we have until around 2020 to 
significantly cut back on greenhouse gas output around the world—to the tune of a five percent 
annual reduction in emissions overall—if we are to avoid so-called “runaway” climate change. 
“The world is fast approaching a 'point of no return' beyond which extremely dangerous climate 
change impacts can become unavoidable,” reports the group. “Within this time period, we will 
have to radically change our approach to energy production and consumption.” 
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Certain consequences of global warming are now inevitable, including sea level rise, more 
frequent and severe heat waves, and growing wildfire risks. Even as we work to reduce global 
warming emissions, we must also prepare for this dangerous new reality. 
 
With politics blocking efforts at the national level, it is up to States and cities and their 
communities to pick up the call to action.  Americans across the spectrum of society are taking 
up the mantle on climate solutions.  States, cities, corporations, churches, and non-profit 
organizations are acting to ensure that the US complies with the spirit and commitment of the 
Paris climate accord, even as the federal government waivers on this critical issue.  They are 
pursuing ways to cut carbon emissions and promote wind, solar and other clean energy efforts. 
 
And business has an essential role to play.  Business engagement has increased in the last few 
years, and the businesses I am meeting with are motivated for several reasons.  First, many 
business leaders, perhaps with Hank Paulson as a model simply believe that addressing climate 
change is essential.   Others understand that their reputation helps to attract customers and 
recruit employees. The corporations I meet with are increasingly creative as they find ways to 
reduce their emissions. 
 
Corporations and civil society complement the work of city governments.  Actions by cities are 
crucial.  They have already made a difference and it is essential that they do even more in the 
future. 
 
You are among the leaders who can develop and implement the practical solutions that can 
dramatically reduce our carbon emissions, slow the pace of global warming, and pass on a 
healthier, safer world to future generations.  Today is a chance to share ideas and renew your 
commitment to action. 
 
Thank you for joining us today and thanks to Edith and her team for providing the leadership to 
make this happen.  I look forward to the program and discussion and to working with you as we 
go forward. 

 

 

 


